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This talk is about a relatively new approach for decision making under uncertain change that explicitly considers decision making over time. My angle in this talk is:This is not just another method, but is has been initiated and elaborated in close collaboration between science and practice. My co-authors are both practitioners and researchers. I work at Deltares, which is between science and practice. I am also affiliated at Delft University.ABSTRACTLessons on Exploring and Evaluating Adaptation PathwaysMarjolijn Haasnoot, Andrew WarrenIn response to uncertain future climate change and socio-economic developments, planners are advised to develop adaptive plans. These aim to achieve objectives under a wide range of futures and can be adapted in response to how the future unfolds. One way to develop adaptive plans is to explore and evaluate adaptation pathways. This talk presents and discusses different ways to  achieve this based on early applications of the pathways approach.Pathways can be developed a) by exploring (combinations of) actions in case the system starts to perform unacceptably, b) by exploring short term, medium and long term options to adapt to changing conditions , c) through narratives, and simulation gaming, and d) computationally through the use of multi-objective robust optimization and agent based modelling. Adaptation tipping points used in the first approach  are identified in different ways, including (a) sensitivity analysis and expert judgment, (b) semi-static assessment, and (c) transient scenarios. Given an overview of tipping points, pathways can be specified and a pathways map generated.To draw a pathways map, the Pathways Generator  tool has been developed. This tool has been successfully used in stakeholder workshops to discuss staged decision making under dynamic uncertain change. It not only supports exploration of short term actions and long term options, but can also be used to proceed systematically through the different steps of a dynamic policy analysis.



Why Adaptation Pathways? 



Potential Futures 
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Climate change and socio-economic developments are increasing pressures on water-related systems:Increasing temperatures  SLR  coastal erosionHigher frequencies of extreme wet weather events  flooding, increased erosion from storm surgesHigher frequencies of extreme dry weather events  droughtsIncreasing populations  increased competition for available resourcesAging populations  increased pressures on public financesIncreasing urbanisation and levels of global development  increasing competition for available resources



Source picture: http://www.ideachampions.com

Decisions are made over time in 
interaction with the system and 

cannot be considered independently

Uncertainty

Decision are made now
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So…changes are ahead.BUT: to what extent will these pressures manifest themselves?How much SLR?How much flooding and drought, how often?How many people and how much development?When will these changes occur?These variables are inherently UNCERTAINIn addition, how societies respond or change their values as events occur will in turn influence the future magnitudes and impacts of these pressures.Unknown uncertaintiesWhy is it important to confront this uncertainty??Need to be able to responsibly plan for these changes, and these decisions are being made now.Investments in infrastructureCritical infrastructure networksWater supplyDrainageSewerageTransportCommunicationsEmergency ServicesIndustrial investmentsHousing development locations (esp. in coastal & low-lying areas)These investments are often EXPENSIVE with lengthy rates of return and long design livesHow will decisions regarding these investments need to be modified to cope with the uncertain changing conditions?Hence the need for ADAPTIVE PLANNING (& investment)



What to do? 
Not too much or too little

When to do it? 
Not too early or too late

Oplægsholder
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2 Critical Questions of Adaptive planning



Challenges of long-term planning

Oplægsholder
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Challenges of long term planning:Time horizon is far away, which removes the urgency to develop a plan in comparison to more pressing concerns of the day.Impact of the change may by beyond our imaginations.Some may not wish to countenance the implications of these changes (i.e. head in the sand attitude)No clearly responsible actor: adaptation plays out at many policy levelsE.g. Compensation costs. Who pays?Local landholdersLocal councilsState governmentsE.g. Tragedy of the commonsCC is important, however others should solve itDAPP offers a way to confront these challenges by emphasising and making explicit the temporal nature of potential changes, and forces policy makers to consider the long-term effects of actions they may choose to take today.



What is the adaptation pathways approach?
(Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways) 



Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways (DAPP)

Haasnoot et al. (2013) Glob. Env. Change. 10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2012.12.006

Decisions are made over time in dynamic interaction with the system 
and cannot be considered independently.

A DMU approach that explicitly considers decision making over time and the 
sequencing of decision (pathways). 
Supports planners to design a dynamic adaptive plans: short-term actions, 
long-term options, adaptation signals. 
Fusion of adaptive policymaking (Kwakkel et al. 2010; Walker et al. 2001), 
adaptation tipping points (Kwadijk et al. 2010) and adaptation pathways 
(Haasnoot et al. 2012). 

“Many roads lead to Rome”
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So what is DAPP?Adaptation is a path: The end point is not only determined by what is known or anticipated at present, but also by what will be experienced and learned when the future unfolds, and by the policy responses to events.



4. Develop and evaluate adaptation pathways

3. Identify actions and assess ATP conditions and timing

1. Describe system, objectives, uncertainties

5. Design adaptive plan: short-term actions, long-term 
options and adaptation signals

ReassessActions

Reassess

2. Assess vulnerability: adaptation tipping point (ATP)

6. Implement the plan

7. Monitor: ATP approaching? Actions or reassessment?
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A policy analysis approach for decision making under uncertainty.It explicitly includes dynamic decision making over time
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Kwadijk, J.C.J. et al 2010 WIRES Climate Change DOI: 10.1002/wcc.64; Haasnoot et al 2012 Climatic Change 
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Adaptation Tipping Points

Decision moment = f (time A, time B, lead time action)
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Adaptation tipping pointsConditions at which a policy begins to perform unacceptablyDetermined by stress testing the system to establish how much pressure/stress the system can cope withUse of scenarios to determine the timing of system failure.Decision moment is a function of the timing under each of the different scenarios, in addition to any lead time required for adaptation or mitigation actions.



Adaptation Pathways Map

Haasnoot et al. (2013). 10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2012.12.006
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Adaptation pathways map:shows different possible sequences of investment decisions. multiple time-axes show uncertainty in moment of ATPactions may be either single or portfolios of actionsscorecard helps to evaluate the pathways and potential decisions.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2012.12.006


Why use DAPP?

To make smarter investment decisions 
by accounting for long-term 

uncertainties and making explicit the 
time-related limitations of actions.

To connect short term targets with long 
term goals by identifying no-regret 

short term actions that meet objectives 
but also avoid future lock-ins.

When to use DAPP?

When dealing with persistent, and 
uncertain problems that are 

characterised by complex interactions 
of broad societal trends and physical 

processes and that involve many 
stakeholders with different 

perspectives.
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Why use the approach?To better account for long term uncertaintiesTo make explicit the time-related limitations of actions and establish when actions will no longer perform acceptably under a variety of scenariosTo connect short term targets with long term goalsTo identify no-regret short term actions whilst leaving options open for the future (avoid lock-ins)To establish whether system changes will demand incremental, transition, or transformative adaptation actionsIf the latter, can commence a discussion of when it would be best for these to occurWhen to use the approach?When dealing with persistent (i.e. long term) problems/risks that are characterised by a complex interaction of broad societal trends, physical processes (e.g. climate change), and which involve many stakeholders with different perspectives.



DAPP and pathways particularly useful when dealing with:
• Long-term planning horizon (50+ years)
• System “failure” leading to high impacts
• System sensitivity to changing conditions
• High potential for investment ‘regret’
• Path-dependency or ‘transfer cost’ risks
• Temporal or scenario dependencies
• Future implementation sensitivity to changing conditions

Oplægsholder
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AP and pathways are not necessary needed for all planning questions.Adaptive Planning particularly beneficial when:Planning time horizon is in the long term (50+ years)System “failure” leads to high impactsSystem is sensitive to the changing conditions  changing conditions lead to large changes in impacts Adaptation pathways are particularly beneficial when:High potential for regret (in terms of both non-action; action in the wrong direction; stranded assets, etc)Prioritisation of (large) options important since not all options neededPath-dependency risks or risk of ‘transfer costs’Some options preclude, “need”, or heavily influence the (later) implementation of othersThere are temporal or scenario dependenciesImplementation today has different consequences than implementation in the futureFeasibility of future implementation is sensitive to the changing conditions.



Doing DAPP



Common assumptions about DAPP/DMDU

$
Detailed
Analysis

Complex 
Modelling

Many 
Model 
Runs
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Assessments always:Need detailed level of analysisNeed lots of dataNeed to build and use very complex and sophisticated modelsNeed to do hundreds/thousands of model runsNeed to spend lots of money



Phased approach to DAPP

Level I Analysis
• Qualitative descriptive assessment
• Pathways narratives 

Level II Analysis
• Preferred  portfolio selected for assessment with 

available information or a (simple) model  ATP
• Manual pathways built together with stakeholders 

(smart selection of preferred pathways)

Level III Analysis
• Refinement of analysis using fast integrated system model 

(e.g. exploratory modelling of all portfolio combinations)

Awareness Raising
• Serious gaming
• Introduction to adaptive planning methodology
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But can used a phased approach, where the assessment is performed at increasing levels of analysis.Common assumptions are all about Level III, but in many instances this level of analysis will not be required.Many applications discussed later have only been performed to Level II.



1. Awareness Raising

A serious game to help participants learn about 
adaptive planning and preparing for an uncertain future.

Participants experience futures that trigger ‘aha’ 
moments and discussions about how to better develop 

adaptive long term strategic plans.

Play Sustainable Delta



2. Level I Scoping Assessment

2-day scoping workshop: Initial vulnerability assessment and narrative pathways

Oplægsholder
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Step through the entire DAPP process from Step 1 to Step 4 (pathways).Use available information/expert judgement:What is the system context: can we prioritise/simplify this?What is our definition of success? (key objectives and criteria – prioritisation of these)What are the critical uncertainties? (prioritisation of these, generation of rough ensembles)When will our current system fail?What actions are available to us? How much change will our system then be able to cope with? Are there any (transformative) options which we have not considered but perhaps we should (e.g. retreat, potable reuse)? (even if they make us uncomfortable)How would we combine these actions into logical sequences/combinations/portfolios? (what would be the combined effects?)Qualitative scorecard assessmentOUTCOME:Direction of level II analysis (available information, modelling tools, etc.)Do we need to involve other stakeholders in the assessment?



3. Level II Initial Study

Level II: Initial study using available information/simple models
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Redo analysis focussing on prioritised uncertainties, vulnerabilities, actions with available information or use existing/build simple modelling tools, e.g.:Previous studies/reportsHazard/Exposure maps Simple/Existing hydrodynamic model (e.g. for flooding, quality questions)Simple/Existing hydrological model (e.g. for supply, flooding, quality questions)Supply-demand curvesSimple/Existing water allocation/Reservoir model (e.g. for supply, quality questions)Simple/Existing impact assessment model (e.g. Delft-FIAT)  Initial economic analysis (EAD)…or combination thereof as required…Likely semi-static assessment: investigating 2-3 time horizons and calculating ATPs/impacts from these.Include sensitivity analysis for prioritised uncertaintiesDevelop pathways with the Pathways GeneratorEvaluation either via qualitative or semi-quantitative scorecard, MCA, CBA. Stakeholder workshops as required.This level may be sufficient for an initial assessment. Simple adaptive plan can be developed based on these outputs in many instances (particularly in resource-constrained contexts).OUTCOME: Serves to focus the analysis and suggest foci for further full assessment if required: which measures, which time-scales, which uncertainties.Is further analysis necessary?Do we need to build an exploratory model?How can we best optimise any further modelling activities?Do we need to involve other stakeholders in the assessment?



4. Level III Full Exploratory Assessment
Using a Fast Integrated System Model / Metamodel
FISMs integrate and simplify interactions and relevant feedbacks among complex systems 
into fast, low-resolution models (for example in Microsoft Excel, or python) necessary for 
high-level reasoning and communication, exploratory analysis and uncertain long-term 
decision support. Permit implementation of interrelated DMDU approaches, such as:
 Robust Decision Making (Lempert et al, 2013)
 Decision Tree Framework (i.e. decision scaling) (Ray & Brown, 2015)
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Redo analysis testing targeted ensemble of uncertainty scenarios, measures, portfolios, pathways, etc.Typically requires development of a fit-for-purpose exploratory model/metamodel:Fast Integrated System Model (FISM), perhaps a “meta-model”Fast: simple representations of system functionality to execute large number of runs (low resolution)Integrated: represents interrelated systems and processes (climate, hydrology, infrastructure, demand, etc.)Fit-for-purpose: represents dominant processes and natural variability, together with relevant outcome indicators for decision making, without unnecessary detailCould incorporate a weather generator if required (for climate scenario development)Can be as complicated or as simple as required or as budget allows



4. Level III Full Exploratory Assessment
Using a Fast Integrated System Model / Metamodel
• Not intended to replace complex modelling for detailed design of options
• Integrates and simplifies outputs from multiple complex models to enable exploratory 

assessment
• Mimics the performance of the detailed complex models, whose outputs are used to 

calibrate metamodel performance (within acceptable range of calibration, e.g. 80-90%)
• Yields (strategic) decision support outputs via accessible dashboards
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Redo analysis testing targeted ensemble of uncertainty scenarios, measures, portfolios, pathways, etc.Typically requires development of a fit-for-purpose exploratory model/metamodel:Fast Integrated System Model (FISM), perhaps a “meta-model”Fast: simple representations of system functionality to execute large number of runs (low resolution)Integrated: represents interrelated systems and processes (climate, hydrology, infrastructure, demand, etc.)Fit-for-purpose: represents dominant processes and natural variability, together with relevant outcome indicators for decision making, without unnecessary detailCould incorporate a weather generator if requiredDeltares has developed pilot metamodels for the Bangladesh Delta Plan, implementation of the Philippines IWRM Framework, San Francisco Water, also Dutch Delta Programme (e.g. Blokkendoos). These models are typically collaboratively developed, and take/reproduce the outputs from other complex models via simple relations to calculate impacts of existing systems and proposed measures against specified performance indicators.All options, scenarios, pathways modelled to determine flexible and robust courses of action.Model also used to test and determine optimal adaptation signalsAnalysis likely to be either semi-stative or fully transient, depending on availability of relevant time series.Quantitative evaluation via, e.g. CBA (preferably included in model)OUTCOME: Preferred strategic pathway (including short term actions, long term options)Monitoring framework and parametersShort term actions then designed using complex models



DAPP: Some Coastal Applications



RISES-AM: Sandy Coasts (Holland)

• Densely populated coast
• Widely available and 

accessible sand resources
• Flexible phasing of sand 

nourishment as required

Challenge: Diminishing coastline due to sea level rise
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Level II



RISES-AM: Sandy Coasts (Aveiro, Portugal)

• Sparsely populated coast
• Limited accessible sand 

resources available
• Localised nourishment at 

population centres, or 
retreat.

Challenge: Diminishing coastline due to sea level rise

Oplægsholder
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Level II



Miami FRM, FL

Assessment of alternative flood 
mitigation strategies for
C7-Basin in Miami, Florida

System vulnerable to sea level rise due to:
• Low topography
• High groundwater table
• Sandy soils and porous limestones
• Complex water management system 

(i.e. governance)

Oplægsholder
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Level II






Miami FRM, FL

Assessment of alternative flood mitigation 
strategies for C7-Basin in Miami, Florida

Options assessed:
M1 – Local flood mitigation: flood walls, 
exfiltration trenches, flap gates, and local 
pumps

M2 – Regional flood mitigation: forward pumps 
at S-27 coastal structure (small & large pumps)

M3 - Land-use mitigation: raise roads and 
buildings to 6, 7 or 8 feet elevation

Oplægsholder
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Level II



Miami FRM, FL
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CSL 2065 (0.76 ft)

CSL 2065 (2.21 ft)

SLR1

SLR3

0.45 ft 1.56 ft
if SLR1 then in 2045
if SLR3 then in 2025

if SLR then > 2065
if SLR3 then in 2050

CSL

ATP assessment carried out with simple modelling 
using Delft-FIAT

Preferred pathways developed
 Local/regional mitigations can buy some time, 

but land-use measures ultimately necessary.
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Level IIIdentifying ATPNot all combos modelled, bust simply those that were preferred.Pathways showed: land use measures are needed in the end. Installing pumps can buy time.Nevertheless, might be better to elevate sooner rather than later (especially given it’s long lead time and considerable expense)



Hutt River, New Zealand
Coastal flood protection levels of service 
(LoS) vulnerable to storm surges and sea 
level rise

Objective: Upgrade existing flood 
defence system to 1:440 year protection 
level and maintain this LoS for at least 
100 years.

Current 1:440 discharge = 2,300 m3/s

Lawrence and Haasnoot (2017). Env. Sci. & Pol.
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Level II



Low Emissions
High Emissions
High Emissions (high)

Estimated Use by Date 
Option 1: Orange 2100 (can be upgraded at min cost)
Option 2C: Yellow 2100
Option 4: Blue 2045 (LoS drops to about 400 Yrs)
Option 5: Purple (well below acceptable LoS)

Orange can be 
upgraded at 
minimum cost

Variation in Level of Service/Protection levels

Hutt River, New Zealand
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Level IIThe efficacy of five options were evaluated for their ability to maintain the protection level over 100 years, using three climate change scenarios, for meeting development/transport/recreation objectives, the effect of land use planning measures, and comparative costs of staged implementation of options. Each option consisted of a portfolio of measures, and for each portfolio the ‘adaptation tipping point’ conditions were assessed in terms of the discharge it could accommodate. 



Lawrence and Haasnoot (2017). Env. Sci. & Pol.

Hutt River, New Zealand

Option 1: Wide channel, wide berm 
and stopbanks (dikes) to meet standard 
until 2115 in all scenarios

Option 2C: Wide channel, narrow berm 
and immediate property acquisition

Option 4: Narrower channel, 30-years 
flood protection, property acquisition 
after 30 years

• Most actions needed in the end. 
Choice becomes: build now all at once or build in different 
phases. Scorecard supports decision making on this. 

• Next step to consider other policy actions such as flood paths 
for residual risk/flood-proof building/planning controls/ 
managed retreat.
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Level IIMeasures Phasing.Narrow channel  Widen Channel, narrow berm and acquire prop  Widen berm and stopbanks ( raise stopbanks)Scorecard to evaluate costs and benefits.



Lakes Entrance, Australia

Barnett et al. 2014. Nature Climate Change
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Not Deltares, but an earlier pathways example.ATP defined by stakeholders using measureable, socially-defined indicators (e.g. # times esplanade is under water; two x 1.8m level floods in a year, etc.)Single linear pathway: Low cost mitigation measures  Stringent land use controls on new developments  Managed relocation of critical services  TBD by future generations, but likely managed retreat of non-critical properties.



Multi-Layered Safety in the Netherlands



Vulnerability of the Netherlands to flooding

Below sea-level:
• Approximately 9 millon

people and 70% of GDP 
• 60% of the land
• Amsterdam, Rotterdam, 

and Schiphol Airport

Flooding along the Rhine and
Meuse rivers
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The 1993 and 1995 high river discharges



Present flood defence system
Dunes

Levees and 
space for 
rivers

Dams and barriers



Multi-layer approach to flood risk management

Emergency management, evacuation

Sustainable, flood proof spatial
planning and building

Prevention of flooding; reduction of 
probability of flooding



Principles of new flood protection policy

1. Provide a basic level of safety (up to 1 in 100,000 
years) for every one behind dikes through risk 
mitigation measures in areas with large individual risk

2. Counteract societal disruption: provide additional 
protection for areas which will experience a large 
number of casualties or large economic damage in case 
of flooding

3. Establish protection of vital and vulnerable 
infrastructure to enhance the functioning of an area 
during and after a flood disaster. 
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Er komst een basisveiligheid voor iedereen achter de dijk. Jaarlijkse kans om te overlijden als gevolg van een overstroming mag niet groter zijn dan 1:100.000.Verder willen we grote groepen slachtoffers en grote schade zo veel mogelijk voorkomen.Tenslotte willen we uitval van vitale en kwestbare infrastructuur zo veel mogelijk voorkomen. 



New flood protection standards

39

New standards based on a risk 
based approach

Deltares contributions: cost 
benefit and casualty risk analysis 
for embankments and dunes 
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This slide shows the map with the new derived standards per dike sectionThe highest standards with a flood probability of 1 in 10,000 till 1 in 100, 000 years (represented with the colours orange, red and purple) we find along the large rivers, the coast of South-Holland and the Western Scheldt.The high standards along the Western Scheldt come from requirements on basic safety.The  new standards represent a different type of probability than the current standards.So, it is not easy to state  how much increase in protection level will be achieved with the new standards.But it is safe  to conclude that largest increase in protection level will be along the main rivers.Which means large investment programmes  on flood protection along the main rivers



Risk zoning for flood sensitive spatial planning

8 april 2019



Reducing consequences of flooding

Floating houses 



Emergency management / evacuation

Waterproef exercise Evacuation percentages



Perception of responsibilities
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Measures to prepare for floods

Emergency
kit

Search for
information

Emergency
plan

Appointments

Sand bags
flood boards

Insurance



certainly 
yes

Intention to take preparatory action

certainly 
not

maybe 
yes / no

DR22 DR28-31 DR 36



Summary of Dutch Flood Risk Policy
• Policy on flood risk management has been shaped in response to major 

flood disasters in the past

• Currently a more pro-active approach is adopted and implemented

• Prevention was and is the major priority in dealing with flood risk

• Growing attention for flood proof spatial planning and building as well as 
for emergency management

• Government policy to raise awareness of citizens to promote flood 
preparedness
– Dutch citizens have a lot of trust in the flood protection system
– Risk perception is low, as is the flood preparedness



8 april 2019

Application of MLS in Dordrecht



10 January 2013

Profile:
• Urbanised low-lying island, 

partly protected by 
embankments

• Unprotected area consists  
of natural areas as well as 
urban/industrial areas 

Vulnerable to:
• Extreme river discharges 

from the east
• Storm Surges from the west

Oplægsholder
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Dordrecht is an island  which is partly protected by embankments . Flood hazards are related both to extreme river discharges (especially at the east side) and a combination of a high (but not extreme) discharge and a storm surge (e.g. both with an exceedance probability of once in 10 years, but occuring in the same days). Discharge is high for about 2 weeks, storm surge lasts for about 24 hours. If they coincide, the Maaslantbarrier closes and river water levels at Dordrecht rise up to the once in 2000 year level. The unprotected area consists of natural areas (which flood deeply and frequently) and urban/industrial areas. These have a flood frequency of about once in 10 to once in 100 years and water depths less than 50cm. The protected area has a low elevation. It is protected to once in 2000 year events. If it floods water depths maybecome more than 2m.



10 January 2013

Areas inside and outside dike ring 22 (1:2000)



Flood Hazards
Level : 
Inside: 0 to 0.8m + msl
Outside: 1.7 to 2.7 m + msl

Water levels:
Daily high tide: 1m + msl
1/10 year: 2.3m; 1/100: 2.6m
Flood protection standard: 1/2000 a year



8 april 2019

Outside embankments…



Inside embankments
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Flood patterns depend on the location of the breach. From the east the whole area becomes flooded deeply and fast  must be prevented. From the west the flooding is serious, but with the right actions disasters can be prevented



Multi-Layer Safety in Dordrecht

8 april 2019

• ‘Unbreachable’ climate dike to the 
north

• Conventional dike in the south/west

• Schools and sports facilities provide 
additional southern buffer

• Existing old embankments are 
maintained to compartmentalize floods 
and limit extent

• Emergency management plan in place 
to manage first response (e.g. 
temporary barriers) and evacuation 
(<2 days)

• Recovery (breach repairs, pumping, 
cleaning, etc.) takes 3mth-1yr

Oplægsholder
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The north is alreay a very strong dike (shopping street), the east must be protected  deltadijk. The south and west have less serious consequences  normal dike. Schools and sportfacilities ahve been selected which may function as shelter in case a breach occurs at the south or westside. Existing old embankments are maintained to function as compartmentalisation and to limit flood extents. Storyline approach was used to get to a consistent strategy over all three layers. See next slides.



Thank you

andrew.warren@deltares.nl
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